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Rebel Blitz

Lebanese Situation Intensifies
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) Moslem mortars and rockets
blasted Christian east Beirut for the
third day Tuesday and pounded a
key mountain outpost in the worst
breach of the cease-fire in seven
weeks, Police said at least four people were killed.
United States F-14 Tomcats
streaked across the hills east of
Beirut to locate the Moslem batteries
after shells fell into the sea ''not far
from" 30 ships of the U.S. 6th Fleet
anchored I Vz miles offshore,
Lebanese security sources said.
In the northern port. of Tripoli,
Palestinian rebels struck Yasser
Arafat's last strongholds with tanks,
artillery and rockets in a three-front
onslaught that trapped tens of
thousands of civilians in deadly
crossfire.
. There were conflicting reports on
the success of the blitz, which capped a 12-day rebel siege of the
sprawling port and the decimation of
the neighboring Beddawi refugee
camp- Arafat's last outpost in
Alexandria King
Lebanon.
Peace Corps representatives Mike DeLongchamp {lelt} and
State-run Beirut radio said the SyRichard Sambrano are recruiting students for volunteers rian-backed rebels, opposed to Arathis week at their booth set up in the New Mexico Union. fat's rule of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, captured land up to
the outskirtS of Tripoli "in quick
advances" an hour after dawn.
It also said the few Arafat loyal-

Help Is Here

ists still in the Beddawi camp would
retreat "within hours" and stage a
last stand with 5,000 comrades who
retreated with their mobile rocket
launchers and guns to Tripoli's densely populated neighborhoods.
But Wafa, the pro-Arafat news
agency in Cyprus, said the blitz was
repulsed and Arafat's outnumbered
forces destroyed 14 tanks and captured 51 rebels, including the leaders of two rebellious PLO factions.
Police in Beirut said at least four
people were killed and 12 wounded
in the new attacks there. Three people were killed in shelling Sunday
and Monday.
Fifteen shells crashed into residential areas in the morning, including Sin el Fil where President
Amin Gemayel has a home. He was
at the suburban Baabda palace at the
time.
A shell also exploded on the steps
of the Palace of Justice and a rocket
hit a hospital in the Ashrafiye area,
forcing doctors and nurses to evacuate patients.
Mortars landed on the Museum
crossing between the Christian and
Moslem halves of the city and near
Hotel Dieu hospital, where French
peacekeeping troops were patrolling, Beirpt radio said.
Several cars hit by fire burned all
day and shells also sparked a "huge

fire" in the heart of east Beirut at
night, the radio said.
Schools closed, sending students
home, and the radio of the rightwing Phalange militia that controls
east Beirut warned residents to stay
indoors.
Prime Minister Chefik Wazzan, a
Sunni Moslem, held an emergency
meeting with Gemayel and appealed
for an end to shelling of civilian
areas. "This kind of situation cannot
prevail," he said.
The fighting was the worst in
Beirut since a cease-fire Sept. 26
ended a civil war in the Shouf mountains. Wazzan warned the battles
could jeopardize progress made in
recent national reconciliation talks
in Geneva.
State-run Beirut radio said
Lebanese army positions at Khalde
on the coastal road south of Beirut
were shelled and that artillery also
pounded the army-held outpost of
Souk el Gharb, eight miles southeast
of the capital in· the Shouf mountains.
The garrison 1 which repelled a
three-week Druze Moslem
onslaught in September, is the
army's last line of defense of Beirut.
It guards the main southeast
approach to Beirut and, if it fell, it
would place the capital within the
gunsights of the Druze's heavy artillery.

Mento.rs Can Give Inoculations Offered by Health Center
New Perspectives
By Steve Shoup

By Holly Jaycox
Students can get a new perspective on Jife after college thanks to a
new program sponsored by the University of New Mexico Alumni
Association Student Affairs Committee.
A group of UNM alumni from various colleges ate acting as mentors
to interested students, Stephanie Stinnett, committee chairperson,
said.
Students may call the mentor in their area of study and get advice on
career plans and graduate study. Mentors will describe day-to-day
tasks .in the students' chosen professions.
"We want to make college a more personal experience for students,'' Stinnett said.
The student affairs committee consists of 16 alumni who range from
'82 graduates to mentors in their 90s. Professions represented include
lawj engineering, architecture, nursing, and music.

~,
1'1

As the fine arts mentor, Stinnett says she tries to get students to ldok
at the practical side of a college education. She found herself with
degrees in music and music education but no knowledge of signing
contracts, paying taxes for a business, and other things a professional
musiCian needed to know.
Stinnett startedthe program this semester, and is trying to find more
mentors. She said that in Fine Arts alone separate liasons for theater
students and art students are needed because her experience is in
music. The College of Arts and Sciences needs more mentors due to its
many departments.
Stinnett said her biggest problem has been· letting students know
about the program. The committee sent letters to the faculty, and gave
some. to parents. on Patents Day; but the response has been slow.
"How do you reach students on a campus of this size?'' Stinnett
asked. •'We can't call all the students. They have to take the injtiative
and call us."
The committee wants to know what students think about UNM so
that it cart make improvements through the Alumni Association. Without student feedback, alumni cannot know what is wrong, Stinnett
said.
"We really want the students to know the mentors are approachable," Stinnett added. "We want to aetas big brothers or big sisters,
not as advisers."
To get the name and number of a mentor in your field, call the
Alumni Association at 277-5808.

Now is the time to get inoculated
against the flu before the weather
gets worse and the flu season hits in
earnest, a nurse at the Student health
Center says.
·
Pat Manning, a nurse in the immunoldgy section of the center, said
flu and other disease inoculations
are available at the Student Health
Center,located on the University df
New Mexico main campus. lndeulations are available at the health centerfrom8to ll:30a.m. and 1 to3:30
p.m. weekdays September through
February. The cost is $8 fQr students
and $9 for University employees.
Persons getting the shots are re-.
quired to remain at the center for 20
minutes after administration so that •
any allergic reaction can be treated.
Manning said shots wiil be given
to prevent the A-Brazil, A• Philip- ·
pines and B-Singapore strains of in·
fluenza. The strains are named after
the location where they were first
detected.

"It changes every year," Manning said. "That's why ~e have to
give shots every year.''
Manning emphasized people with
heart or lung disease, those who are
diabetic or elderly should definitely
be inpculated. These people are
"high risk" and are more susceptible to complications from the flu,
she said.
College students, who often do
not eat properly or get enough rest,
are also good candidates for the flu
shot, Manning said.
The center also offers shots for
other diseases such as yellow fever,
typhoid, tetanus/dipthetia, hepatitis, .measles and mumps, Manning
said. People traveling to Mexico or
"any pla.ce where.the water or food

Busineh student Richard Castillo receives his innotulation
from Student Health Nurse Pat Manning.
supply may be suspect" should be
inoculated agairtst hepatitis, yellow
fever and typhoid, Manning said.
Anyone planning to travel to Mexico
over Christmas· break should get a
typhoid medication now as the ino•
culation involves two shots a month
apart·.
Regular clinic hours at ihe center
ate 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. The emergency
clinic is open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week..

INSIDE
VET REMEMBERS:
See Page 3

JAZZ JOURNEY:
See Page 6
SUPER SIGNEE:
See Page 7

Wire Report

Veteran Remembers Vietnam

United Press International

By George E. Gorospe

Second Batch of Cruise Missiles Arrive
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arriving after they blockaded the
main gate in a chanting, singing demonstration.
As they stopped traffic, a U, S.
C-5a Galaxv and a C-141 Starlifter
landed on a runway guarded by par~
troopers and a vehicle-mounted gun.
Reporters at the scene said six or
eight long crates were wheeled toward the missile storage silos and
other cylinders, thought 10 be the
warheads, also were unloaded from
the planes.
Police also arrestee\ some 300
anti-nuclear protesters outside the

House of Commons Tuesday night

in London. A spokesman for Scotland Yard said the protesters were
arrested under an !8391aw tbat prohibits demonstrations within one
mile of parliament when it is in session.
Defense Secretary Michael
Heseltine, who announced Mon,
day's arrival of the first cruise mi~
siles, was sprayed with red paint py
an antinuclear demonstrator at Manchester University in northern England.

Legendary Con Man Estes Leaves Prison

#SUB CINEM,-\ PRESENTS:#

Kelly's Heroes

LONDON ~Giant American
transport planes apparently c;mying
a second batch of cruise missiles and
possibly nuclear warheads landed
Tuesday at an air base west of London, sparking protest$ and at least
425 arrestS io separate demonstrations.
In another outburst, demonstrators sprayed red paint in the British
defense minister's face and threw
eggs at him.
Some 125 women were arrested at
Greenharn Common air hase west of
LDndon where the missiles were

BIG SPRING. TexasLegendary con man Billie Sol
Estes, whose paper empire collapsed 20 years ago, stepped out
of prison for a second time Tuesdav, walkine: down a line of some
100 prisoners who knelt and
prayed for him.
Estes said he had known the
prisoners for years and that he
\\as leaving behind a part.ofhimself with his prison friends.
"They have been real good to
me,'· Estes said as he walked
out. Some inmates had offered
him financial .assistance, he said.
Estes' 5250 million personal
fortune - and close associations with Texas' leading politicians including the late President
Lyndon Johnson ~ fell apart in
1963 when he was convicted of
swindling millions of dollars
from West Texas banks by using
non-existent fertilizer tanks as
collateraL
Once outside the minimumsecurity federal prison, Estes said
he had no desire to be a financial
wheeler-dealer again.

"I've got no ambition to build
an empire again," Estes told re,
porters. "I'm not a man that's
bitter at anybody. I done the
crime ... I walked alone."
Estes, 58, checked into a
Salvation Anny halfway bouse
100 miles away in Abilene,
where he will live until be starts
parole on Dec. 15 for his 1979
conviction for fraud and income
tax evasion on some $10 million.
He served four years of a I 0-year
sentence.
He was paroled in 1971 on his
first fraud conviction and told not
to .engage in any "promotional
activities.'' He was still on parole
when he was convicted in 1979.
Estes' 1979 conviction was for
a scheme involving the leasing of
non-existent oil field equipment
cleaners. A total of 22 charges
were filed against Estes and
Abilene businessman Raymond
Horton, but most charges were
dropped.
Catling himself "just one bad
deal away from doing life in prison," Estes said he planned to

consult with lawyers on any future business deals and that he
would shun his past habits of
claiming someone else's inventory as his own.
Asked Tuesday about his current financial situation, Estes
pointed to his five grandchildren
and asked how anyone could believe he was broke. He said government records showed him
having few assets.
About 100 prisoners fanned a
line, knelt and prayed on his behalf as he walked out toward the
prison headquarters where his
wife, Patsy, his eldest daughter,
Pam Estes, and five grandchildren were waiting for him.
His other three 'daughters and
one son were not at the prison,
but all except one daughter live in
Abilene, Miss Estes operates a
real estate company there and
employs her mother.
Estes said he now planned to
help Pam promote her soon-tobe-published book titled "Billie
Sol, The King ofTexas WheelerDealers."

Here's time~ news
about long distance
rate periods.
Suppose you begin a fifteen minute, out-of·state
long distance call at 10:58 p.m. on Monday. You'll
talk for two minutes during the 40% 5-U p.m.
evening discount period. And thirteen minutes in
the following 60% 1l p.m.-8 a.m. night discount
period.*
In the past, you would have paid the earlier
40% discount rate for the entire call. But that's
changed. Now you pay the amount applicable to
each period. That same Monday night call will be
charged two minutes at the evening rate and
thirteen minutes at the night rate.
The same applies to calls made before 8 a.m.
on weekdays. Calling time is billed at the night rate
before 8 a.m., and at the full weekday rate afterwards. So if you want to save 60% on your long
distance qll, be sure to finish the call befm·e 8 ~\.m.
.
Find out mar~ abou,t I_o11g distance rate periods
m the Customer Gmde. Its m the front of the White
Pages. Or call your service representative, For the
best times to call long distance.

lbr the way you live.
@
Mountain Bell
"Discou~t rates for ltl:$tatc l~ng disl:mcc calls may v:try rrnm otll·of·sl:tl~
rates, Check the Custom~r (,uldc orc:tll your mvkt• rcllil'Sl'l1t:llivc.
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Despite undergoing six-~nd-a
half years of confinement in a 7 foot
by7 foot cell, constant be11tings, torture to the point of breaking and constant psychological harassment, Lt.
Col. Martin "Marty" Neueos has
no regrets about serving his country
in Vietnam.
Neuens, who was captured when
his F-105 fighter-bomber was shot
dOwn over North Vietnam on a mission in August, 1966, was on the
University of New Mexico campus
Tuesday as part of a week-long
PQW/MIA Awareness Week sponsored by the Amold Air Society and
Angel Flight.
''I think what we were fighting
for in Vietnam is a lot better than
what they have now, but I think the
the war could and should have been
approached differently, because it
was like fighting with one ann tied
behind our backs. It should have
been fougl)t with one aim in mind,
and that would have been to go in
early and decisively," said Neuens,
Neuens said that although the various Communist countries are not
united, their goal is to dominate the
world, and if the people of the free

world do not draw the line somewhere it will be too late to fight back,
"The Americans in the POW
camps in North Vietnam thought
that ihe bombing of Hanoi and other
major cities io the north would end
the war, but when .the bombing stopped in 1968, we were absolutely disappointed. We had them (the North
Vietnamese) on their knees, because
just before the bombing stopped
they parked what trucks they had left,
close to our camp because they knew
the Americans wouldn't bomb
them, and the guards were not shooting at the planes because they were
short oo ammunition. In general,
their morale was really lousy. Because the bombing stopped, it meant
that we had to stay there longer,"
Neuens said."
Comparing Vietnam to current
U.S. intervention in different parts
of the world, Neuens .said that the
United States was acting correctly in
trying to prevent the spread of the
Communists, but he said that military intervention was not always the
solution.
"We cannot let the Communists
pump arms into Latin America ~
funneled through Cuba ~ unless
we want to do the same thing, and

Lt. Col. Martin Neuens
we hav.e to draw the line somewhere, but that doesn't mean we
neccessarily have to send (roops in. I
have mixed emotions about Latin
America, since many of the places
the Communists have gone just ha,
ven't worked out for them, like in
Egypt. One day they were there and
the next they were gone," Neuens
said.
"Drawing the line in Vietnam was difficult because it was so
far away, and because it was a political war with inconsistent policies:'
"A lot of people have looked at
Vietnam and formed a lot of different opinions about it, and with all
· those different opinions, someone
has to be wrong," Neuens said.

GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION

National Search

Women Studies To Seek Coordinator
By Kathy Knudsen
A national search for a new University of New Mexico women studies director will soon begin, but acting
director Helen Bannan said she will not apply for the
job.
"It's a difficult job in many ways, in terms of dealing
with the various constituencies of women studies,'' said
Bannan. "The Women Studies Advisory Board and the
Women Studies Committee have to make all the decisions for the program. It's very time consuming and
tiring to be the administrator of a program that requires
that much coliective decision making."
Bannan said she would like to have her old job back,
the assistant director. for academic programming for
honors of women studies. She held that position for one
year, following six years as an assistant professor of
American Studies at UNM.
"1 think I would be very useful (as assistant director)
in helping the new coordinator adjust to her job," said
Bannan. "I'm trying now to clarify the decisionmaking processes within the program so that the coordinator, whoever we hire, will have a clearer idea of what
decisions she can make on her own."

But the assistant director postion, discontinued when
Bannan became acting director, may not be reinstated
because of budget cuts. If not, Bannan said she doesn't
know at this time what she will do.
Associate Provost Joel Jones said the new director
will be hired next fall,' 'assuming the budget is halfway
decent.''
"The preference of the Women Studies Committee is
to find someone who has academic experience and
credentials that would enable him or her to have a tenure
track appointment in a traditional department, in addition to chairing the women studies program."
Jones said his office has sent letters to all departments
to see if any would be interested in offering a faculty
position to the new director.
"The committee believes if the person directing
women studies has a regular faculty appointment, she's
going to have more credibility with the deans, department chairs and other faculty committees when she's
trying to negotiate for new courses or anything else,''
Jones explained.
He said a national search committee will be fanned
after his office receives feedback from the department
queries.

Sixties' Personality Davis To Lecture
By George E. Gorospe

issues ofracism and political repression in American society.

Angela Davis, author and mcm,
ber of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party USA, will visit
the University of New Mexico cam,
pus today to speak before the UNM
Student Bar Association in Room
2401 at the UNM Law School at 3
p.m.
Oo behalf of the National
Alliance Against Racist and Politic•
a! Repression, she will speak on the

"We just got information that
Angela Davis was available for
speaking engagements around the
country, and we thought that she
would be a good speaker,' ' said Don
Martinez, a member of the Student
Bar Association's Speakers Committee.
Davis, who has recently had published a book entitled Women, Race,

and Class, received national publicity in the early 1970s based on her
contention that she had the right to
teach at the University of Califorina
at Los Angeles regardless of her
political affiliation.

Ski Purgatory
Ski Taos

December l!l January dates:
february 10 to 12:
price per person:
price per person:
$89.00 double occupancy $81.00 double occupancy
$69.00 quad occupancy
$71.00 triple occupancy
$61.00 quad occupancy

March 30 to April 1:
price per peron:

$60.00

Package price includes
place, _color cable 1V. loU bediuOm,_queen-slze hlde·a•bcd. Iron

friday afternoon and retumlh!l Sunday evening.
• ShUttle to the ski area each day.
• Discount on lift tickets.
• Alllaxes.

Package price
includes:
• 'rwo nights iodgfng at the
Abom,nable Snow Mansion
• BreakfaSt Saturday
and sunday

Call student travel for more Information 277·2336
Reserve your seat nowl
All deposits need to be made 30 days In advance
Final payment made 15'days before departure

•

•

Jazz Fusion Band
Vital Information
Sunday Nov. 20
Tickets only $4
in the SUB
(Also available at Giant Ticket Outlets and the Station)

TRAILWAYS
INTRODUCES
THE INCREDIBLE

SHIP NATIONWIDE. ONLY $11.95!
Redlboxm makes shipping simple, fast and Incredibly
Inexpensive.
You can buy a Redibox '" container at any Trailways terminal or
authorized dealer and ship it nationwide, all for one low price$11.95. Fill aup (maximum 75lbs.) and bring It in to one of ourterminals. Trailways takes care of the rest It's that simple.
We offer overnight delivery within 500 miles, and 24 hour
delivery for a 1,000 mile shipment. It's that fast.
And your $11.95 includes carton, $100 free valuation, and
transportation anwvhere Trailways goes. It's that Inexpensive.
So stop by your orailW!IYS terminal or authoriz~d dealer today. Buy
our new Redibox'" container and make shipping simple, fast and in•
credibly inexpensive.

300 2ND ST. SW
842-5526

• Two nights !Qd!lhig at the Iron Hmsc Inn. tach unit has a fire·
Horse Inn features indoor pool, suana, two clubs with live enter·
talnment, game room, fliil·scrtrice restaurant.
• Round trip transportation from Albuqt.ierque via busl leaving

and his

A reception sponsored by the
UNM Black Student Union and the
Women Studies Program will be
held for Davis at the Afro-American
Studies office on the main campus
beginning at 2:15p.m.

Student Travel Invites You
December 2 to 4
January 27 to 30
February 10 to l'l

•

• Shuttle to ski area eath day
• Discounts on lift tickets

This offer good ort Traitways, Inc. andpartiC_IpaOng carriers for interstate non commercial use on/~
_Rates are termtnal-to-termlnal. Special Express services fire also available Oi'1 request, Check'Nith
termlnal agent for restricted articles and destinations not served tlndet this service, One time
use only-.
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'Coming of Age' Seminar Set

---Opinion---

BLOOM COUNTY

....-------,
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AViewfrom
the Bottom
By Richard Berthold

Now, of course, when it came
to the surgery, I received the
best of service (Though I was
careful to have my name writ·
ten in marking pen on my chest.
Yes, hospitals do make mistakes, and I didn't want to
awake to find that my gall bladder had been removed or my
sex changed.) But for this excellent service, I will receive a truly
awesome bill.

But let that pass. More unconscionable are the other charges of
medical care, as hospitals charge us 75 cents for an aspirin or 50 cents
for a cotton ball, in order to pay for the .latest fabulous expensive
equipment that the hospital across the street already has.
There are two obvious reasons why the outrageous costs of medical care are-tolerated. First, doctors deal with your body, and when it
comes to your body, nothing is too expensive. Second, and more
important, virtually all the costs are born by insurance companies, so
who cares?
Well, there is little that we, as individuals, can do to stem the
medical tide. Only the government really has the power, but the
government is subject to the influences and pressures of the medical
establishment. And that is a power to be reckoned wlth.
But is is possible for us to strike a blow. We can fight back against
the prevalent attitude that the doctor is God and that his time is worth
hundreds of dollars an hour, While you, the patient, are a lower form
of life and your time is worth nothing. This we need not put up with.
Become a waiting room rebel. If you are asked to wait significantly
longer than your appointed hour, complain. If there is no legitimate
reason, such as a medical emergency, take action. Estimate how
valuable your time is and subtract from the bill the amount of time
you've been forced to wait. I have done this on two occasions, when I
was forced to wait for more than an hour for no reason beyond
overbooking. On both occasions, the doctors took no further action.
If we were all to do this, if we were all to demand the respect and
consideration that we give the doctors, then perhaps we· patients
might be treated with more respect, rather than as injured children.
Sure they save lives, but so do firemen. Sure they have years Of
training, but so do professors. And we don't treat these people as
gods.
So demand respect from your doctor. Be vociferous in the waiting
room. After all, you're paying for his Porsche.

MAYBE-.

1AP frmJ PROH/~IfiW
f(J£5 ... (WINKl Will!<.')

Patients Can Strike Blow
Against Deified Doctors
Many of you are aware of my recent involuntary attempt at e.xtreme
coincidence between my motorcycle and some guy's VW. The result
was an interesting experience and bruised ribs, a bro~en collar bone,
and a shattered wrist. It's a frightening experience, lying on the
pavement, strangers standing around, contemplating your injuries.
More frightening, however, is the entry into the awesome world of
the American medical establishment. There Is, of course, no question
that our medical profession provides us with the best technical care
available in the world. But the cost isstaggering. And the operation of
the medical institution- the hospital- is often something less than
impressive. Everyone seems to do his job, but somehow the patient
still slips through the cracks.
For example, I was admitted to the hospital at about five in the
evening for surgery the next morning. At that time, venous blood was
taken. By about eight I was fatigued, aching, and wanted only obli·
vi on, but I could not get a sleeping pill until arterial blood was taken,
and that particular person didn't show up until after ten. Two different
people; is finding a vein so different from finding an artery?
Furthermore, during this long wait, I enjoyed a room in which the
temperature was eighty degrees .. It couldn't be fixed. And to cap it off,
at about 10 a person came in to clean the other bed, filling my senses
with the delightful aroma of a strong disinfectant. l asked myself,
"This is costing me $195 a night?"

"Corning of Age in the 80s" is
the theme for the fall miniconference being held Friday for all
interested university-level faculty
and administration around New
Mexico.
"We are trying to bring together
educators from across the state who
deal mainly with learning assistance
programs and developmental education at the college-adult level,'' said
. Susan Deese, University of New
Mexico Skills Center director.
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Donna Jones

Today's Events

----Letters---Variety. Aim of Programming
Editor;
This letter is in regards to the
Nov. 14, 1983 guest editorial by
Kristie Jones.
Thank you for your comments.
The University Radio Committee
appreciates them and does take

them seriously. I am sorry to
read that you think !yah Music is
trash. I personally like it but do
admit that I am not such an expert to appreciate the differences
between certain songs. However, that can be said of many people and of many types of music.

New Depth to Absurdity
Editor:
Most people have long since stopped trying to figure out the politics of the Middle East. But the absurdity draping that sad part ofthe
world has reached new depths.
Moslem is killing Moslem in the Iran-Iraq war. No one remembers
the instigating factors even as the numbers of dead and maimed
climbs past one hundred thousand. Kamikaze truck drivers careen
into buildings in Lebanon killing hundreds in a manner tragically
reminiscent of drunk drivers in northern New Mexico on a Saturday
night. And now hundreds of Palestinians have been killed as the
Palestinian struggle takes on a new "introspective" direction.
•.. Perhaps I can be accused of Western cultural narrowmindedness when I admit that this Jihad mentality seems insane to
me. Simplistically, perhaps, alii see is brothers and sisters killing each
other in the name of leaders, obscure doctrine, or vengeance.
. . • The other day, an Israeli fellow asked me how I could blame his
government for reluctance (at best) to negotiate with nations that
threaten to abrogate peace treaties when necessary (as Lebanon is
considering) and with parties subject to the passions, quirks and
instability described above. In response to his question, I just shrug
my shoulders.
Rafael Harpaz

... Not all people have the
same taste in or appreciation of
music. That is one reason why
KUNM plays the types of music it
does. It tries to appeal to a variety
of people, not necessarily all of
the time but to give them some·
thing they like at some. times.
I also respect your critique of
the "laments of militant femin·
ists and ... card carrying les·
bians." I invite you to elaborate
your complaint, being as detailed as possible, and we can
look into it for you. Similarly with
your opinion of David Dun·
away's show, if you will supply
examples of "his self-entranced
drivel" we will take up the matter. In both cases we need the
examples in order to evaluate
the problem and formulate a
solution.
. , . KUNM is a public station.
We do listen to our public. One
thing we do ask is that you work
with us and use the channels we
have for you to express your
opinions. It may be more expedient, and is certainly more courteous, to contact us directly
rather than through the editorial
page of the Daily Lobo.
Douglas C. Taylor
Graduate Ref)resentative
University Radio Committee

Baha'I Studcot Auoc:latloo Invites everyone to
participate In an Informal open· forum discussion on
Vt~rlous topics of interest at 7 P·n1· Wednesdays Jn
NM Union, Room 231-A, B. More information is
available atl6S~J80!.

Flrsl Church of Rc\lglousSdiace will pr~ent a talk
by internationally known anist and phHosopher
David Cbethhthc Paladin on "God Is a Boiled
Turnip.,, renectlns his integration of Native
American and Anglo cultures at7 p.m. tQCiay at3320
San Pedro N,E. More rnrormatlon isav~itabh: at881 ..
4311.
Ladn American Institute wiU preSent a lecture by
visiting prof~sor ot Portuguese Anazildo Vascon~
cellos Da' sltva on 1'A Poctlca de Chloo Buarqlie De
HQllanda'; at 5:30p.m. today at the Latin American
Institute. The presentation_ wUI be .In Portuguese.
More information is available at 27-:2961.
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rays.
Those interested in participating
in the study, a joint project of
. UNMH and the Veteran's Administration Medical Center, should contact Jean Fischl at the VA Medical
Center, 265-1711, ext. 3166, or the
School of Medicine, pulmonary division, 277-4751.

Hisp111nlc. £nglneerlng Organization 'lllill meet at 7
p.m. today in ~he Old Lecture·HaU; Today's sp~:aker
will be Alan ~eed, process en&i11eer for U.S. Steel.
More infonmUioJllS availa,ble at Z77·66W.

Nateotlc1 Aaonym9u5 will bQid it5 "A Step lit a
Time" gr_oup meeting at 7:30p.m. Wednesdays at St.
Joseph Hospital's Bland ina Room, 400 Walter N.E.
.Open to the public.

UNM Watrrpolo Club meets at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday at the olympic poOl, All arc welcome to
play. Women's team now forming. Moreinforme.tlon
is_ available .at 881~3046 after 6:30-p.rp,

A·mold .Alr Society is -sponsoring a MlA/POW
Av,-areoess Week through Friday. Information,
literature and speakers will be availabfe all week .on
the main floor of the NM Union. There will be-n
special presentation with slides lind f"dms at 7 p.m.
today in Woodward Hall Room 101. More information is available at 271~38'0·.

Peace Corps will have repre:sentativ~ on campus
today and Thursday. Sign up for and interview and
pick up IIPPiiCI\tion packet In Mesa Vjsta Hall, second
OQor. A Oim Wlll be presented at 8 p.m. today in the
NMl1nion.
Gradu1tr Architecture; StUduts Auoclallon will
present a talk by Larry Sbuster, former energy
conservation dire1.aor at UNM, iu noon today in
Room 118 of ihe School cif Architecture and Plan~
nlng. More Jnformulon Is available at:277-3133,
Art Musru_m will present n talk. by Kevin Donovan
on the ·exhibition 11 FSA Color. Color Photographs
from the Fann Security Administration, 1939·1942"
at 4 p.m. t¢ay in the North Gallery of the museum,
More information Is nvallabl~ at 177-4001,
UNM Mountain Club w_lll m~t at 7:30p.m. today
In NM Union Room 24-F. Upcoming cave trlp plllDS
and a rafting _mm will be sllown. More Information ~s
available at 17741 SO.
B1pdJt ~tudenl Union serves hotn~cooked meals
at noqn every Wednesday at. 401 UniverSity, Cost is
$1. More information Is availableat24~·5401,

Cigar-smoking University of New Mexico Vice-president Marvin
"Swede" Johnson will be arrested by the American Cancer Society
Thursday and taken to a special jail at the Civic Plaza. His bail will be
the promises of 100 smokers to quit for the day.
The arrest of Johnson is planned to call attention to the "Great
American Smokeout,'' an annual event of the Amedcan Cancer Society that asks fimokers to give up their cigarettes for 24 hours.
In 1982, over 19 million smokers tried to quit on Srnokeout-Day.
According to a Gallup poll, 4.5 million succeeded for the day and 11
days later 2.3 million were still not smoking, the Society reported.
According to the report, smokers develop lung cancer at a rate I 0
times greater than non-smokers, and smoking has been implicated in
other cancers as well. The Society said it hopes that smokers who quit
for one day will be encouraged to give up smoking permanently.
William Dwyer, a Srnokeoutcoordinatorfrorn Sigma Chi, an international fraternity, said his organization will operate two booths, one
near the duckpond and one near the New Mexico Union, to collect the
signatures needed to free Johnson, who is also national Sigma Chi
Grand Counsel.
Information to aid in quitting smoking will be available at the
booths.

Stlidr_at Bar Assoc:Jallon will present a talk by
Angela Davis at 3 p.m, today in Room 2401 of the
l..'aw School, 1117 Stanford N.E.- All are welcome.
More Information Js available at 277-6420.
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Satu::iuary Group will hold aclosedAA meeting for
alcoholics only at noon Tucsdays·and Thursdays at
the Newnum Center. More information is ~~;vallable at
247-1094.

Wqon Wbetll square dance dub will feature the
live mus1e of the Rodeo JtoLinders at -7 p.m. Thur·
sdays in NM Union, Room 231. Fee is SO cents for
sttldenJS and S2,SO for all others. More information Is
available at842·0046.

E
E

30-day labor warranty.

Thursday's Events

BaptlJI Student Union will meet for student
worship at 5:30 p.m •. every Thursday at' the Baptist
Student Union. Vnlvenity and Grand. Corne and
bring a friend, More lnforinatloil is available at 243~
l401.

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE

•

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers
·

E

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

•

: 1616 Eubank Blvd. NE
:
9om·6pm Mon.-Sot.

:
:
:

•

:
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:
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be effective on resistant strains of
infection occurring in pneumonia
and bronchitis, said Dr. David Coultas of pulmonary medicine.
The three-week study is open to
any adults wbo are not pregnant,
taking antibiotics or allergic to penicillin. Participants will also have a
medical examination and chest x-

don't be the hare
who got caught

SHRINK TO FIT
NEWM£X.1Co--------------

By Donna Jones

UNM Medical School Seeks Chest Cold Sufferers
Researchers :~t the University of
New Mexico School of Medicine are
looking for people with a cold that
has lasted longer than it should and
has settled in the chest
The medical school is studying an
experimental antibiotic which may

.•• ANO HIS DARK

Cancer Society To Fake Bust;
~swede' Johnson's 1 Bail' Set

The conference is being spon· two years ago in Las Cruces with
sored by the UNM Skills Center and about 60 people attending. This year
the Western College Reading and Deese hopes to have more particiLearning Association, of which pants and to also start an annual
event.
Deese is also state director.
During the day 16 to 20 work"New Mexico is a very large
state, which tends to break down shops will be offered in the New
communication (between educa- Mexico Union and lunch will also be
tors). We hope to establish a net- served. The cost for the conference
work of communication between is $20 if paid in advance. Registrapeople of different institutions tion forms are available at the UNM
Skills Center at Zimmerman Libacross the state. "
A similar conference was held rary.

~e .
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United States

PREMIERE SHOWING
November 16th at 8:00 P .M:.
Popejoy Hall

lobo
NOW OPEN
Sundays
11·5.

v

New zealand • France • Italy • Canada

$16.99
men's
shop

~ ~
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Tickets are $5 in advance at Box Office,
UNM Ski Club and Mountain Sports Shop.
$6 at the door.

2120

1101 SAN P(ORO, N[ • AlilUQUfii:QUE-, NEW MEXICO

Central SE

243·6954

•

Sponsored by UNM Ski Team and

87-f!D • !So5l 26S·b94'1
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Musician Takes Jazz Journey

(505)268-973R

By Lydia Piper

Student
Directories
Now Available!
Get yours at the Information Center in the SUB
or at the UNM Bookstore. FREE with your Student I.D. Card.
Academic Calendar, Athletic Schedules, Cultural
Activity Schedules, Campus Maps, Emergency
Numbers, Department & Division Numbers,
plus a Cross Listing of all students at U.N.M.
Supplies limited ... Call Student Activities at 2774706 for more information.

on't Be A Turkey!
Be a Plasma Donor
· at Yale Blood Plasma Inc.

HELP!! The children of the
All faiths Receiving Home

t}f;~

..........

~-------------------~-·-·-1
New Donors

$5.00
Bonus

on your First Donation Only.
Limit One Per New Donor
Hours Between 12:30-3:30 PM

------------------------·-·
Old Donors

$1 00
8 on
us___
1 per week
.......
,_,_,_,
............................ _,_,_,.
•
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.
.
the Childrens Home. When you bnng th1s
co. upon on any single donation per week

the drums when he. was in the fomth
grade, studying under drummer Bill
Flanagan and later Vince Gannon. It
was during this time he met most of
the members of Vital Information.
In 1972 Smith entered the Berklee
College of Music .in Boston,. of
which some of the V ltallnfonnauon
members, as well as Di Meola, arc
alumni. While in college, Smith
played with Brown, Stern, Landers
and Wilczewski in a band called Not
Bad for White Boys, but said the
current band is much more advanced
and progressive in its music.

Being associated with names like
AI Di Meola, Jean Luc Panty, Miles
Davis and Billy Cobham may mean
little to rock 'n' roll fans, but it carries a lot of credibility in the jazz
world. These artists have a reputation of ~urrounding themselves with
the best musicians in the business.
Albuquerque will have a chance
to sec four such musicians Sunday at
Graham Central Station by way of
Steve Smith's new jazz group Vital
Information.
Vital Infonnation is a collaboration of Smitl1, Tim Landers, Dave
Wilczewski, Dean Brown, Eef Albers and, on the album, Mike Stern.
Each has an extensive background in
jazz, fusion and rock, having played
with some of the world's finest rock
and jazz artists.
The group was fanned to provide
Smith, who is the drummer for the
rock group Journey, and the other
band members with an outlet to explore their rnu~ical i~terests .. Th~ result thus far IS an Impressive Jazz
album, Viral Information.
"With this band I'm trying to create some music that lends all of my
elements to it," said Smith in a recent phone interview. "It's something that I want to do and I want to
be involved with that represents
Smith stressed that Vitallnfonnatio.n is not related to Journey in any
way other than his involvement in
the band. "That's a part of my background but I've done a lot of other
things like playing with Jean Luc.
That's important in representing the

music.''
The background. of the other
members, Smith said, is important
as well. He added that people will
get a better understanding and point
of reference of what the music is
about if they think of the collective
credits of each of the members.
Like the other members in the
group, Smith has been involved with
one fonn of music or another for
almost 20 years. He began playing

By Eric Maddy
Shawn Brooks, a 6-foot-W2, 215pound center at Verbum Dei High
School in Los Angeles, Calif., has
signed a national letter of intent to play
basketball at the University of New
Mexico.
Brooks is rated among the top 30 big
me!! in high school by the B.C. Seouti!lg Service, as is Robert Loeffel, who
signed with the Lobos last week.
Verbum Dei, ranked fourth
nationally this season, has turned out
several top college and pro players in
the past. Graduates from Verbum Dei
include David Greenwood, Roy
Hamilton and Kenny Fields, all of
whom starred for UCLA. Verbum Dei
finished last year with a 26-5 record
and lost in the semifinals of the state
AAAA playoffs.
UNM coaches first saw Brooks last
summer at an Amateur Athletic Union
tournament in Las Vegas which
Brooks' team, L.A. Valley, won.
Brooks was the leading rebounder in
that tournamenl.
"I saw him play in the Las Vegas
tournament and came back raving about him," said UNM head coach Gary
Colson. "I thought he was the most
valuable player."
Assistant coach Scott Duncan, who
Colson credited with having a major
role in landing Brooks, said that the
signing "is dcfinilely a major break-

Vital information has a broa(!er
perspective than many jazz bands
because, Smith said, eac~ member
has also played rock mus1c.
Vital Information began its tour at
the beginning of October. only one
month after Smith finished an eightmonth tour with Journey. Smith said
being on the road that much is hard
but he believes it is necessary.
"It's worth it because Ifeellikc I
really need to do this music and I
need to promote the record," he explained. "If I didn't do this tour, no
one would know about the music.
And I'm serious about developing a
following, touring and making a record every year. There's just no
other way to do it.

Smith said he believes he would
not have come this far in the music
world had it not been for his educa"We're doing this because we
tion and understanding of the basic want to play great music and contrifoundations of jazz.
bute to the state of the art,'' he said.
"Our music isn't something that "We want to grow as musicians."
is a derivative of fusion, which
started out about 10 or 11 years ago
Smith would also like to start prowhen jazz. musicians like John ducing other musicians, including
McLaughlin and Chick Co_rca jazz and rock artists. He created a
started putting elements of rock mto new division of Journey's company
their music," Smith explained. Nightmare Inc., called Jazz Artists
''There are a lot of bands around that Services, which has promoted Vital
are outgrowths of that fusion, and Information's album and tour. If
their backgrounds only go as far as things go well, Smith said he wants
the fusion bands. Our backgrounds the division to branch out and start
are closer to the original fusion play- managing other jazz artists.
ers and go all the way back to the
Although Smith has had the taste
traditional jazz standards of playing of freedom in being the leader of a
tunes with a lot of chord changes and band, he doesn't think it will cause
being thoroughly educated in what · any problems when be returns to rewe are doing."
cord with Journey.

me.''

Brooks Chooses· New Mexico

"I'm not so interested in appealing to Journey fans,:· Smith co~
tinued. "I think there IS a large audience already listening to music in
this Gazz) vein. It's the same people
I played for when I was with Jean
Luc Panty, the same people who go
see Pat Metheny or Weather Report."
Another aspect of Vital InfornJation that appeals to Smith is having
the final say in the direction of the
music. Although, as band leader and
producer, he was under pressure,
Smith said .he is happy with the
album and has plans to make another
as soon as the tour is over.

Steve Smith

University .of New Mexico linebacker Gary Butler, who made nine
solo tackles, four quarterback sacks
for -49 yards, assisted ali two tackles
and broke up one pass in UNM's win
overTcxas-El Paso, has been named

An exhibit whose size and scope will rival or exceed
the fabulous Tutankhamen (King Tut) exhibit is coming
to Albuquerque.
The most comprehensive Mayan exhibit ever presented will make its national debut at the. Amcr!can
Museum of Natural History in New York m Apnl of
1985. The exhibit will then go to Toronto, Chicago,
Dallas Los Angeles and finally the Albuquerq~e
Museu:n where it will make its last U.S. stop late m

1986.
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A $200,000 appropriation was passed at last we~~ s
City Council meeting to help finance the Mayan exhibit.

chance to do that at New Mexico,"
Brooks said. "You know Las Vegas
and their style ofplay. They always
have a lot of people.! didn't want to go
and sit someplace.''
Brooks is the third player inked by
UNM during the early signing period
created last year. Loeffel, a .seven-foot
center and Bob Arnold, a 6-foot-7 forward, signed last week.
UNM coaches arc still hoping to get
commitments from some additional
players before the early signing period
ends today.

Nov. 16- Dec. 3
*on purchases up to $7.00 .......... Save 10%
$7.00 to $15.00 .................... Save 15%
$15.00 and up ••••••••••••••••••••• Save 20%

Chamisa Book Shop
1602 Central SE
2 blks. West University Blvd.

243-31.00
Open 12:30 to 4:30 Mon - Sat

Smith Named
Lobo Captain

*When you mention this ad

University of New Mexico head
basketball coach Gary Colson has
announced that senior Phil Smith
will be the Lobos' captain for the
coming season.
The 5-foot-10, 175-pound guard
from Long Island City, N.Y., was
selected by the UNM coaches.
"Phil has been our leader in action for sometime and we feel he
needs to get the recognition," said
Colson. "T expect the leadership
bestowed upon him will bring out
the best in everybody. If everybody
on the team works as hard as Phil,
we should have a good season."

GOVERNMENT
CAREER DAY
Thursday, November 17
9:00am - 4:00pm
Sub Ballroom
Federal, State, and Local Agency
Representatives.
Who's hiring?
What are they looking tor?
How can YOU get In?
Drop by and get the answers to these
and many other questions.
Sponsored By
UNM CAREER PlANNING & PlACEMENT
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Western Athletic Conference defensive player of the week.
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Butler also won the award earlier
this year after UNM's 30-10 win
over Texas Tech.

131 Marron Hall
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Museum To Display Mayan Artifacts
By Carolyn Galyen Barnett

.through for our program.
"If you want the two reasons that
Shawn Brooks signed with us, it was
because our (current) players did a
great job with him and he has. a very,
very good rapport with Gary Colson,''
Duncan said. "He gol a]oog with our
players very well."
Brooks was one of three recruits
who visited New Mexico last week
and saw UNM beat the Converse All
Stars 99-88.
Duncan downplayed any role he
might have had in signing Brooks.
"Everybody worked on it," be said.
"He didn't come to New Mexico to
play for me, he came to play for Gary
Colson."
But Brooks, contarted last night in
Los Angeles, said Duncan played a
role in getting him to sign with UNM.
"The coaching staff really works
together and you can see it," said
Brooks. "I chose New Mexico because I was overdue for a change, and
when I came on my visit I liked the
school and met a lot of nice people.
That's the kim! of people I want to be
armmd. H
Brooks, who averaged 16 points
and 10 rebounds per game as a high
school junior last season, chose New
Mexico over Nevada-Las Vegas, AriZO!la and Purdue. "I wanted to go to a
place where I could come in and play
right away, and I think l will have a

Butler Wins WAC Award

Offer expires 11-30-83

Vale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale SE 266-5729

7th
Anniversary
Sale

The remainder of the $1,200,000 exhibit expenses will
come from the state of New Mexico, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Albuquerque Museum Association, private grants and proceeds from the exhibit.

Call and
Compare
Our Prices

The exhibit will consist of 250 to 300 pieces of
Mayan art and objects found in Sout~ America a~d
dating from about 2000 B.C. to the Spamsh Conquest m
the 16th Century.

Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151
GETAWA\'/SPECIAL EVENTS

265-3828

Turkey Trot
Saturday, November 19, 1983
Get ready lor Thanksgiving--enter the· 7th Annual
Turkey Trot on Saturday, November 19! The threemile run will begin at 10:00 a.m. at the UNM North Golf
Course. T-shirts will given to the first 300 people who
enter, and over 66 prizes will be awarded, including
turkeys whith will be given to the first place finishers in
each age. category. The run is sponsored by UNM Leisure Services and Lite Beer from Miller. Register in the
Leisure Services Office, Room 230 in Johnson Gym by
Friday, November 18 at 5:00 p.m. There is a $4.00
entry fee, $5.00 the day of the run. Come chase the
turkey.

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

CloMto UNM

In addition to the relics, the exhibit wlll also include
scale models of temples, drawings of reconstructed
cities and photographic murals.
The exhibit .is expected to draw from 50,000 io more
than 100,000 viewers.

MEN'S TOP 8 5'10"
& OVER BASKETBALL POLL

L SWAT
2. Ripcity
3. UNLV
4. Sigma Chi "A"

MEN'S TOP 8 5'10" & UNDER
"A" TEAM BASKETBALL POLL

1. Jukebox Heroes
2. Bad Company
3. Scrappy Doo
4. Classics

1. Joust

r-------------1
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Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

Friday, November 18th
8:00PM
Kiva Auditorium

ARLO
GUTHRIE

Martial Arts
Supplies
&Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M,
Nm To Lobo Theater
Call 268· 7023
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LET US CATER
YOUR NEXT PARTY

~--ast~ans ~nnqra
specializing in
German food, party trays,
delicious homemade pastries

1218 San Mateo
268·0710
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Danc;e for Heart
Saturday, November 19, 1983
Get a great workout and sample various exercise
programs from Albuquerque at the third city-wide
Dance lor Heart on Saturday, November 19. The dance
marathon will be held in Johnson Gym main arena
from 10:00 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. All proceeds will be donated to the American Heart Association. FQr more
information, please contact the Leisure Services
Office, 271-5151.

STOP
SMOKING

In one medical
+:
treatment.
of(
withdrawal
Nicotine
+:
program
+:

268·2939
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Tuesday, December 6th
8:00PM
Popejoy Hall

T1ckels lor Arlo Guthrie ava1lable al PopeJOY Hall
Bo< Office as well as au Grant Trckel Outlets
The General Stores rn Albuquerque and Sanla Fe
Record aar rn Coronado Ccnlm
The New Wild West Musrc
S U B Box Oftrce at UNM
and in Taos al Que Pasa
60' servrce charge on all lttkets

5; Flying High
6. Sea Anchors
7. Katie's Heroes
8. Hotheads

MEN'S TOP 4 5' 10" & UNDER
"B" TEAM BASKETBALL POLL

3. Amazing Aardvarks
4. Kappa Sixers

2. Magicians

****·*************+:

t
It
I

5. lambda Chi "A"
6. OZ's
7. BAMF'S
8. Thriller

I
I
1

he said: What can I do?
she said: Submit!

I

I

WOMEN'S TOP 4 5' 10'' & UNDER
BASKETBALL POLL

l. GGT
2. Outside Chance

3. Outlaws
4. Alpha Chi Omega

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Johnson Gym will be dosed lor open recreation at 5:00
p.m. on Wednesday, November 23 and will remain
closed for the duration of the Thanksgiving holidays
(November 24-27). Johnson Pool will be closed for
open recreation from Wednesday, November 23
through Sunday, November 27.
leisure Services wishes everyone a happy, safe and
prosperous Thanksgiving holiday.
Outlaws, good luck and go get 'em in Texas!

Free 8 oz. glass of
~---~--------~---~--------

I
II

FRESH SQUEEZED

ORANGE
JUICE
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
($1.30 or more)

with coupon thru 11-16-83

.. . . FRONTIER .

$.65 value

.

.

1
I

-~--------------------------·
•
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Las Notlclas
STUDEI"'T DIRECTORIES NOW available free to
UNM students with IDs at Student I nformatlon
Center In SUB or at UNM Bookstore. Supplies
llmltedl,
12112
TilE CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST staff will be
using art from previous magazines for ad purposes, If
anyone objects, please do SQ before 5 p.m. Nov. 16.
136 Marron Hall, 277-5656.
11/16
WE JIAVE GOJ,DEN Retrleven that need good
homes. Please call Diane 299-7870. RGVORC. J 1/21
CPR TllAINING }'OR all Mudents at International
Center on Saturday, Novembcr19, 1983, from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Refreshments will be served, To regbter or
for information, contact us at 277-5029, Sponsored
11/18
byNCHO.
}'QLK GUITA!t WORKSHOP, Starts .11/17/83.
299-1955.
11/17
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST IS NOW taking
literature submissions. Send them to UNM Box 20,
Univ. of New Mexico 87131 or drop them off In 136
Marron Hall, Deadline is approaching. Include SASE
If you want 'em returned.
I 1/21
CLUB7 MEETING? IWEN'f? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only I 0 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizations.
tfn

Personltls
FRED M.: HAVE A h~ppy birthday! Love, your
fnvorlteslsters.
11/16
IIEY ROZI GOOD luck this week. Goldfish aren't
I 1/16
that bndl Love yn, Cowgirl.
ZETAS, CONGRATULATIONS ON Initiation. We
had a great time at dinner last night. L.ove, the Slg
Eps.
ll/16
'1'0 MY FU7.ZY-hearted, 26-year.old "Doctor"
friend: I want to take you out to dinner! Thursday
evening good?- Your20-year-oldeolleague, 11/16
TO MEitLIN, YOUR planets wc:nr combat boots,
Message from the Realm.
I 1/16
m:AR CAT AllUSER, happy 21st. Paint the town
daiquiri icc. Love your neighbors.
IJ/16
SIG EP PLEilJo:S: Beware of OBO's - our final
revenge will bum you!.
11/16
TRINA, IU:ST OF luck in Hobbs Saturday night!
You know nnd I know that you're the next Miss New
Mexico; just hope the judges dol Love, your
choreographer, Clcte,
11/16
DEAR CATHY It.: GOOD luck In Wyoming and
have n fnmustic holiday, Love, your secret lockermate.
1!116
fiiYA, KT. HAPPY birthday. Love In Pi l'hl and
mine. KO.
11/16
TO TilE PlmSON[SJ Involved In the return of the
Red McGregor backpack. Many, mnny tha11ks.
Richard.
11/16
MAKE CONTACT WITH that special spmeone or
friends and family, Place a personal ntessage In the
Cli\Sslfieds. today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
iraertlon. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
WANT TO PLAY D&D? Call Darrcllnt 298·1751
after6 p.m.
11117

Services
HAVING PROBLEMS WITH math? Caii888-471S
for nll your algebra, trig., geometry anrl calculus
needs.
12/2
TYPt.."WRITER JONES! UNIVERSITY area. Call
evenlnss25S-9059.
11/16
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Memiul NE.
888-4778,
tfn
TYPING, PROOF Rt:ADING, editing. Professional
11/21
quality, reasonable rates, 293.0508.
JTM WORD PROCESSING Services. High quality
professional typing. Spelling/editing help. 883·9221.
11/21
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French- MIIStets degreed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266-4247.
11/21
PltOFI:SSIONAL l'YPING SERVICE. Call Mary
881-1724 dnys, 265-1088 cvenlnss.
11118
LIGIIT MOVING WITIIIN city. 821·3190,
11118
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093,
ll/18
Tt:ST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retention?
Professional hypnosis can help. Special student rates.

Covered

Wlragon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Free consultation. Call
Oeve!opment
Programs 292-0370,
11/29
EI>I11NG, REWRITE, TYPING, tutoring In
sociology. Cali242·01Z7.
11/22
. 12/12
TYPING 843·11137,
QUAUTY TYPING IN my home. 299.6191, 12/12
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program (HERBALIFE), 255-9866,
265-9529.
11123
24 HR TYPING Service. 294-0144 days, 298-51 !0
evenings.
l/25
VOLVO REPAiltS, RELIABLE, reasonable,
guaranteed. Mike 242-4826.
II/IS
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs In my home. The
Other Office 884·6564.
119
l'ltOF.ESSIONAL TYPING 51/page. 293-4892.
11116
QUALI'fY TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881-6445.
ll/30
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC, 255·3331.
1/16
TYPIST: 'l't:ltM PAPERS, resumes, 299-8970, I 1/21
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING 821-4126.
11/29
TYPING, WORD I'ROCESSING. Rindy296-6298.
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality le~sons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfn
AC(JLEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
tations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12/12
<:;ONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west oJ Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterllization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & coui!Seling. Phone 247·
9819,
tfn

YORKSHIRE PUPPIES, AKC registered, Male ~nd
fem~1e $200 and $225. 277-2829 or 842-5555, Ask for
unit 3653.
I l/21
KOFLI\CH SKI BOOTS, never used. Men's size 9.
Also rock climbing shoes near new. All negotiable.
John qt 299·8900 daytirne,
I 1116
K2-710FO SKIS $125,200 em, 883-4629..
I 1117
HP41CV W/XFUNCTION $280, HP4!C w/quad
memory, Xfunction $250. Like new. all do~umen
tation present. Also, HP34C $50, Call 836-2211 or
865-7023.
11/21
MOUNTAIN BIKE$225 OBO, 883-4629,
I 1/17
'69 COUGAR - NEW tires, uph9istery, air shocks;
AIC, PS/PB, 351
,Plenty of power. CB hook-up.
Must sell. 266-1084,
11/21
YAMAHA GUITAR SUO. Cost$20n. 883-4629.
11/17
RALEIGH GRAN SPORT bicycle, 21\1 in, frame.
Good condition, with Kryptonite lock, $125
negotiable. John 299-8900.
11116
1970 MAVERICK, NEW paint and tires, Mag
wheels, nice interior. $700. Call 842-1187.
11/21
FOR SALt:: 73 Datsun 610 with rebuilt engine,
$1000, 266-4308.
11/16
1980 VW RABBIT. Cassette, sunro9f, good condition. $2800. Call evenings266-4218.
11/18
SKI BINDINGS- LOOK N-77H with brakes. One
pair brand. new, $75. One pair used, excellent con·
dillon $50, Call268-4939 evenings after 5,
11/17
1911 VW SCIRROCCO. Silver, good MPO, AM·
FM, A/C, trailer hitch. Call842-1580 evenings. 11/16
1979 KAWASAKI KZ750B Sissy Bar, Windjammer
V and custom seat, ISK adult, Miles, excellent
condition. 88J.t649 or299-1326.
11/17
1981 TOYOTA CELlCA. For details, call Steve after
11/18
7 p.m. at 831-4655 or at work 296-5553.

w.

Employment

1'ravel
SKI AUSTRIA - DIENTEN, Kitzbuhl, lnnsbruck.
15 days $1350. lncludes air, lod5ing, dinners, breakfasts, lifts, lessons, tours, entertainment. January 721. Few spaces left. Phone Mary Sc:nrs, 266·2779.
11/18

Miscellaneous
CASH BUSINESS, MAKE up to 160% on your
savjngs, Three hours per week, Minimum $1500 to
start. 884-0054.
11/22
GREAT PRICES ON: winter coats. sweaters,
jackets, Marilyn Monroe pants. pleated pants, high
fashion suits, etc. ~ For men and women, Vintage
Classics, 308 Lead SE (SE comer of Lead and
Broadway). Saturdays II a. m.-4 p.m. or by appointment. 243-4774.
ll/18
DEADHEADS: HAVE YOU traveled with the Dead?
If so, I would like to talk to you and maybe buy you a
beer. Call Scott at 211-5656 after8 p.m.
11/1~

WEDNESDAY

"BASH"
3

for 1 DRINKS
9 p.m. to closing
Live Entertainment
Coronado Center

Housing

CORONADO CENTER NEEDS Santas 11·25 to 12·
24. Part-time. Apply Ceoter lnfonnation Wed thru
11/17
NEED A CHEAP place to rent? One- thru four- Frii0-9.
bedroom homes now available. SI2S month and up. NEED A GOOD F1' or PT job? There are many
Utilities Included, 262·1752 Advisor.
11/17 positions available for serious persons. 255·1985
11117
IIOUSJo:MATE WANTED: PitiVATE home on Jobline.
campus. Female graduate student preferred. $154 per NANNY-HOUSEKEEPER. LOVING Christian
month plus \.1 utilities, first and last, $50 DD. 242. woman to live-in for family of three school-age boys.
6562.
11/16 Private room and bath. Lovely home near UNM.
TWO ONJo:.BEDROOM apartments available. One Ideal for student. Flexible schedule, Non-smoker,
Repliest Nanny, P.o. Box 26075, Albuq, 87125.
person $195. Two people $2i0. Deposit. 243-4741.
U/22
11/18
AVAILABLE FOR RENT: Large six plus room NOW HIRING FT and PT help for local delivery
11/17
home, Wann fireplace, green yard. EZ 200's. 2SS· jobs, Apply nQW. 255·1985 Jobllne,
1985 Advisor.
I 1117 CIIEERLEADING INSTRUCTOR FOR kids 8·12.
TilE CITAO.EL: SUPEIID location near UNM and Thursdays 5-6 p.m. at NE YWCA. $6 hourly, five
downtown. Bus scn•ice every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom weeks this session. l mmediate need. Cal1293-7400,
11/16
or efllclenc)', $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation CASHIER, PARl'·TIME, Two-three evenings per
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult week. Must be able to work until midnight, Inquire in
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn person, Frontier Restaurant. Ask. for Pete, 266-0550.
11/18
FOR RENT: TIIREE plus bdnn house near UN·
M/TVI. Pet ok, $200. 255·1985 Advisor,
11/17 HELP WANTED, LOCAL restaurant needs students
11/17
FOR RENT: EHICIENCY apartment, J410 Girard to fill several openings. 262-1752Jobline.
N.E, $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2 RESPONSIBLE OFFICE WORKER p/t $3.50/hr.
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully For weekday evenings and weekend daytime. Calli().
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No II a.m. only. 265-2524.
lt/17
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the UNM "CAMPUS REP," Hourly plus bonus.
evening, 266-8392.
tfn Contact Don at 255-9675.
11121
RESIDENT APARTMENT MANAGER wanted to
care for 26 studio apartments within walking dbtance
WOMAN'S HARRIS TWEED jacket, medium, of UNM. !'refer a single male, engineering student
11/18 and/or veteran with GI bill benefits who is not
almost new, $75. 265·3378.
RARE PRINTS- CATIIERWOOD scenes of otherwise employed. Responsibilities will Include rent
Yucatan, 1850s. Varying conditions .and prices. collection, tenting apartments and minor main·
tenance in exchange for rent free studio apartment,
Lynda 266-2605, evenings.
11122 utilities and phone, Applicant must provide character
BARGAINI 1976 FIAT 131. Air, flve-spml 1 jWit references ;md be bondable, Position is available
tuned, only 57000 miles, original owner. Must sell, December IS., 1983, on a long-tenn basis and for a
$1850 or besl offer.Z92·8001.
11/ll minimum of two years. For interview app~intment •.

For Sale

EL PELO UNO
1/2 Price
Sale
$725

HEO/SHPE
MEETING
ALL ENGINEERING
& SCIENCE
STUDENTS
ARE INVITED

no hidden cost
$14.55 value
Tues. 15 • Fri. 18
A complete hair style
not a super cut!!!
Please ask for
Roxanne or Anna
Atrisco Plaza
• 4201 Central NW•
836·0078

For $10.00 a year, you can have a
Daily Lobo mailed anywhere in
the United Slates. Mailed everyday of the regular !>t:hoot year and
weekly during the summer ~cs~ion.
Send it 10 vour rei at ivec,; it\ easier
thar1 writi~lg about what\ going
orl at UNM. Or ~end it to your!->clf.
That'~ ~onvenicncc! You'll be ~utt'
to get a Daily Lobo everyday.

THE LOWEST
PRICES
IN
NEW MEXICO
ON

SOFTWARE

•••••••••

Dt'ilp fly

*SPECIAL*

\hiiTOII

DUY 2 DISKEnES

llall Hoout !:31

m· mail your dwt·k Iii
IJaih Lohn
BO\ 1i1. l''\\1

GET 1 FREE
With this coupon
Limit: 1 per customer

,\JiwqtH'I'qllt', \\1 ~71:31

0200 San Mateo

881·6,17

call 883-5940, 8 ~.m,-S p.m. weekday~.
12/l
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED for travel
~gency, Senior preferred, also prefer ~ales/marketing
niajor, Mail resume to Travel Agent, 155 Calle
ArroyoSeloNW, Albuq, 87120,
lJ/18
DAiLY LOBO .IS seeking a part-time general
assignments news reporter. Must be a UNM student.
Some knowledge of journalism preferred. Call Wren.
from I loS p.m. at277-S6S6.
11117
P.-\RT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
2I years old. Must be able to work Friday ani!
Saturday nlghts. Apply in person, no p~qne calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
12/12
OVERS.EAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S, America, Australia, Asia. AU fields, $5()().
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing, Free info. Write IJC,
Box 52-NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
11/21

Addtc~'·

Sign:ttlitc.

Cit~.

State,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
11shmael's
mother
6 Down with:
Fr.
10 Turkish river
14 Harangue
15 Beverage
16 Storm
17 Vindictive
19 Latvian city
20 Beetle
21 Making
sense
23 Remains
undone
25 Permit
26 Affirmative
27 Bath or Ems
29 Obtains
31 Game VIP
33 Loiter
34Miscue
36Spars
40 Love god
42 Serious
44 Pronoun
45 Smarter
47 Headdress
49 Mouths
50 Number
52 Portal
53 Footbalfer
54 Eastern

name
57 Wrong:
Prefix
59 Try to outdo
611tluminatlon
64 Nab again
67 Preposition
68 Track events:
2words
70 Rich carpet
71 Neat
72 Dozed
73 Gas
74 Colonnade
75 Girl's name
DOWN
1 Dwelling
2 USSR sea
3 Pacific island
group
4 Tete--5 Retribution
6 Hand tool
7 Beer. in
Berlin
8 Year's record
9 Dog
10 Of soils:
Prefix
11 Damp
12 Aquatic
growth
13 Marine

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

0 EN T S

animals
18 Mandates
22 Particular
24Sen.Thurmond
27 Executed
28- -mutuel
30 Ferber title:
2words
32 Overweight
35 Fix a roof
37 Bootstrings
38 Mountain
pool
39 S. Afr. town

41 Adjust
43 Quit work
46 Oar: Prefix
48 Transpose
51 Dark periods
54 Hindu, e.g.
55 Thrust
56 Overture
58 Brief
6 0 - - costs
62 Advance
63 Small group
65 Military cap
66This;Sp.
69 Tiny: Scot.

